Molecular basis of mycobacterial lipid antigen presentation by CD1c and its recognition by αβ T cells
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CD1c is a member of the group 1 CD1 family of proteins that are specialized for lipid antigen presentation. Despite high cell surface expression of CD1c on key antigen-presenting cells and the discovery of its mycobacterial lipid antigen presentation capability, the molecular basis of CD1c recognition by T cells is unknown. Here we present a comprehensive functional and molecular analysis of αβ T-cell receptor (TCR) recognition of CD1c presenting mycobacterial phosphomycoketide antigens. Our structure of CD1c with the mycobacterial phosphomycoketide (PM) shows similarities to that of CD1c-mannosyl-β1-phosphomycoketide in that the A' pocket accommodates the mycoketide alkyl chain; however, the phosphate head-group of PM is shifted ~6 Å in relation to that of mannosyl-β1-PM. We also demonstrate a bona fide interaction between six human TCRs and CD1c-mycoketide complexes, measuring high to moderate affinities. The crystal structure of the DN6 TCR and mutagenic studies reveal a requirement of five complementarity determining region (CDR) loops for CD1c recognition. Furthermore, mutagenesis of CD1c reveals residues in both the α1 and α2 helices involved in TCR recognition, yet not entirely overlapping among the examined TCRs. Unlike patterns for MHC I, no archetypical binding footprint is predicted to be shared by CD1c-reactive TCRs, even when recognizing the same or similar antigens.

Human CD1 molecules are antigen-presenting proteins that capture and display lipid antigens to T cells (1). CD1 proteins are categorized based on their genomic organization, sequence homology, and cellular function into group 1 (CD1a, CD1b, and CD1c), group 2 (CD1d), and group 3 (CD1e) (2, 3). Our understanding of CD1 antigen presentation and recognition by a T-cell receptor (TCR) is largely based on CD1d/natural killer T (NKT) cell receptor interactions (4). However, the five human CD1 molecules are markedly different in the architecture of their antigen binding pockets, which in turn gives rise to distinct antigen specificities. Furthermore, each CD1 family member exhibits different tissue expression profiles and intracellular trafficking patterns, demonstrating that CD1 molecules perform specific, nonredundant immunological tasks (5). CD1c, in particular, is a common and broadly expressed antigen-presenting molecule in the human immune system, where it is found at high surface density on most myeloid dendritic cells and marginal zone B cells.

A number of Mycobacterium tuberculosis lipid antigens have been identified that are presented by group 1 CD1 molecule (6). CD1c molecules present several mycobacterial or synthetic lipid antigens that share a key chemical motif: methylated alkyl chains. These antigens include synthetic mannosyl phosphodiolchols that are structurally related to mycobacterial mannosyl-β1-phosphomycoketide (MPM) (7–9) and recently described phosphomycoketide (PM) (10). The unusual methyl branches associated with these mycoketide antigens, synthesized by polyketide synthase 12 (pks12), serve as a molecular signature for Mycobacterium tuberculosis and are required for loading into the CD1c antigen binding groove (8, 10). MPM binds in the A’ pocket of CD1c and the mannose head group extends out of ligand binding groove to become accessible to a TCR for recognition (11). Intracellular processing pathways might fine-tune lipid antigen processing as CD1c expressing antigen-presenting cells (APCs) are thought to process glycosylated antigens such as MPM and present deglycosylated, neoepitope PM to T cells (10). In addition, human CD1c has been reported to present lipopeptide antigens (12) and sulfatide to human αβ T cells (13). CD1c-reactive cells have been detected at high frequency in human blood (15), expand in numbers during human tuberculosis infection (9), and infiltrate organs during autoimmune disease (16). Despite accumulating evidence for an important, natural function of this broadly expressed protein in the human immune response, TCR binding to CD1c has not been measured, and the structural basis of antigen recognition remains unknown.

Studies with human cell lines showed that CD1c interacts with both αβ and γδ T cells (9, 12, 14, 17, 18), and recently it has been demonstrated that CD1c-PM tetramers detect polyclonal T-cell populations from the blood of M. tuberculosis-infected patients (10). Together, these findings suggest that there are specific, selective expansions of T-cell populations in response to CD1c recognition, and these serve as evidence for in vivo immune responses. However, despite an abundance of studies on NKT cell recognition of CD1d, there is no information on the molecular basis of TCR recognition of mycobacterial antigens presented by CD1c.

Significance

Mycobacterium tuberculosis infects more than one-third of humans yet no effective vaccine exists. This study shows how a subset of αβ T cells targets M. tuberculosis lipid antigens that are presented by the MHC molecule CD1c. In contrast to many T cells that recognize CD1d, these αβ T cells express diverse T-cell receptors and have differing footprints on CD1c during lipid recognition. This study also shows that some CD1c-specific αβ T cells are exquisitely specific for the lipid presented, whereas others have a more promiscuous reactivity, demonstrating that the αβ T-cell response to CD1c lipid presentation is diverse and adaptable. These data may provide additional resources for development of MHC-independent vaccines against M. tuberculosis.
We sought to understand how diverse αβ T cells specifically interact with two structurally related mycobacterial antigens, PM and MPM, when presented by CD1c molecules. Whereas it was previously thought that CD1c-reactive TCRs show absolute specificity of glycosylated (MPM) or unglycosylated forms of phosphomycoketide (PM), here we report a new T-cell response that is cross-reactive to both types of antigens. We cloned six prototypical CD1c-reactive TCRs representing two of the observed mycobacterial reactivities (PM specific and MPM/PM cross-reactive) and made the first measurements of a TCR-CD1c interaction. Four of these TCRs use the TRBV7-9 segment, which was overrepresented in the CD1c-reactive T-cell pool. Using mutational analysis, we defined the critical amino acid residues and energetic hotspots on the surface of CD1c that are responsible for interaction with these diverse TCRs. These six TCRs show differences in the degree to which they recognize the protruding phosphate or carbohydrate moieties, and the mutational analysis maps three distinct footprint patterns. Due to these differences, we sought to determine the structure of the CD1c-PM complex to compare it with that of our previously determined CD1c-PM complex (11). Furthermore, we determined the structure of the CD1c-PM reactive DN6 TCR in its unliganded state. Peptide-reactive TCRs and invariant NKT TCRs show highly stereotyped orientation on MHC I and CD1d. In contrast, our study suggests that even structurally related antigens are recognized by differing approaches of their respective TCRs, which sample different facets of the CD1c surface.

Results

Three Distinct Patterns of T-Cell Recognition of Mycoketides. PM and MPM antigens are useful tools for probing the TCR recognition of the distal surface of CD1c-lipid complexes because both antigens have identical phospholipid anchors, but carry head groups of differing size. Activation of the CD8-1 T-cell clone requires the larger β-linked mannose for recognition (9), whereas the clone DN6 responds to the smaller primary phosphate epitope (10). To expand the number of TCRs available for structural analysis, we isolated PM reactive T-cell clones by sorting peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs) with PM-loaded CD1c tetramers and cloned cells at limiting dilution. We rescreened a panel of clones for CD1c tetramer-PM staining (Fig. 1A) and IFN-γ response (Fig. 1B) using K562 cells that did or did not express CD1c. The resulting CD1c and PM reactive T cells from donor 1 (clones 1.6 and 1.22), donor 2 (clone 2.4), and donor 22 (clones 22.2 and 22.5) were confirmed as clones based on the homogenous expression of coreceptors such as CD4 (Fig. 1L), as well detection of only one TCR α and one TCR β chain sequence. Each clone’s TCR incorporates unique pairings of Vα and Vβ domains in their rearrangements: DN6, TRAV36 and TRBV6-6, 22.2, TRAV17 and TRBV7-9, 22.5, TRAV26-2 and TRBV7-9, 1.6, TRAV9-2 and TRBV20-1, 1.22, TRAV22 and TRBV22; 2.4, TRAV26 and TRBV7-9 (Fig. S1A). The CD1c-PM-specific CD8-1 clone TCR sequence, using TRAV8-6 and TRBV20-1, is shown for comparison. The α chains use different joining segments (TRAJ52, TRAJ47, TRAJ36, TRAJ35, TRAJ49, and TRAJ17) but the β chains include TRBJ1 and similar TRBJ2 and TRBB2 segments. The four TCRs using TRBV7-9 all had diverse complementarily determining region 3 (CDR3) loop sequences (Fig. S1B). These seven (including CD8-1) distinct TCRs have three patterns of mycoketide antigen recognition: CD8-1 recognizes MPM but not PM; DN6, 1.6, 22.2, 1.22, and 2.4 recognize PM presented by CD1c, and surprisingly, the clone 22.5 showed apparent cross-reactivity for PM and MPM when presented by K562 cells. However, a recent study indicated that MPM can be processed through a de-glycosylation reaction to create PM within cells (10). Therefore, we could not distinguish with these experiments whether the 22.5 TCR showed a true cross-reactivity to CD1c-PM complexes or whether MPM was processed by cells to create a CD1c-PM epitope. We therefore extended our approach to using recombinant protein interaction studies to verify these specificities.

Direct Recognition of CD1c/Mycoketide by Diverse αβ TCRs. To determine first whether these TCRs recognize CD1c-lipid complexes directly, we expressed soluble versions of the TCR heterodimeric ectodomains of the DN6, 22.2, 22.5, 1.6, 1.22, and 2.4 clones and the extracellular region of CD1c in insect cells. Despite considerable effort, we were unable to produce a recombinant version of the CD8-1 TCR, so it is not included in this study. To test the antigenic specificity of these TCRs with CD1c/lipid, we loaded CD1c with PM, MPM, phosphatidic acid (PA), or phosphatidylinchol (PC), whose chemical structures of these lipids are shown in Fig. 2A. We measured their association with each TCR by either surface plasmon resonance (SPR) (Fig. 2B) or biolayer interferometry (BLI) (Fig. 2C and D). PM and MPM are related, both having a phosphate moiety in their head group linked to a single alkyl chain of C32 with repeating methyl branches at C4 and every fourth carbon thereafter, all of which are in the β-configuration (all-5). MPM differs from PM based in its β-anomerially linked mannose residue on the phosphate moiety. Similar to PM, PA has a phosphate moiety as a head group yet has two alkyl chains as a tail. Although PC has a choline group attached to the phosphate moiety of PA, it is a common endogenous lipid and thus was included as an additional control (Fig. 2A). We also included the lyso form of phosphatidic acid [lyso phosphatidic acid (LPA)] to determine whether the number of lipid chains was a factor in recognition (Fig. S2). Unloaded CD1c was used throughout as a control for background reactivity; this protein is loaded with endogenous lipid molecules from insect cells (19).

Each TCR exhibited direct binding to CD1c-mycoketide complexes but not control CD1c complexes (Fig. 2 and Fig. S2), although clear differences were observed in their antigen specificities. The DN6 TCR specifically interacts with CD1c loaded with PM in a concentration-dependent manner; we calculated the affinity in terms of equilibrium dissociation constant (Kd) to be 7.1 ± 0.8 μM (Fig. 2B). Consistent with functional results (10), the DN6 TCR had no detectable binding to CD1c loaded with MPM. In contrast, the 22.5 TCR recognized both CD1c loaded with PM and
CD1c loaded with MPM with $K_D$ of 9.5 ± 1.2 and 27.3 ± 3.5 μM, respectively (Fig. 2C). The additional mannose residue of MPM resulted in an ~2.7-fold reduction in the measured affinity. Similar to DN6, the 1.6, 1.22, 2.4, and 22.2 TCRs specifically recognized only CD1c-PM in a concentration-dependent manner with $K_D$ of 24.7 ± 3.4, 7.3 ± 2.0, 6.5 ± 2.0, and 16.0 ± 2.4 μM, respectively (Fig. 2D). These results are summarized in table format in Fig. S3.

Such quantitative measurements of TCRs binding to CD1c-lipid resolve questions that arise from differing patterns of antigen recognition observed in cellular assays. First, although DN6 recognizes the MPM antigen when presented by live APCs (10), the lack of detectable binding to CD1c-MPM complexes by its TCR directly confirms the model that the true epitope of DN6 is CD1c-MPM complexes that are generated during cellular processing. In contrast, the apparent cross-reactivity of 22.5 to MPM is CD1c-PM complexes that are generated during cellular processing. The majority of existing mycoketide clones recognize PM. To understand the molecular basis of PM presentation, we determined the CD1c crystal structure in complex with PM. As PM exhibited a much lower solubility in buffer compared with MPM, we devoted considerable effort to optimizing loading, as discussed in detail in Materials and Methods. CD1c-PM crystallized in the same condition as CD1c-MPM and occupied the same space group. The structure was determined via molecular replacement, and the previously solved structure of CD1c (PDB: 3OV6), minus ligand, was used as a search model. A single

**Fig. 2.** Binding analysis of human αβ-TCRs to CD1c loaded with mycobacterial lipid antigens using surface plasmon resonance and blitx bio-layer interferometry. (A) Chemical structures of lipids used in the analysis: phosphomycoketide (PM), β-mannosyl-phosphomycoketide (MPM), 1, 2-dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (PC), and 1, 2-dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phospho-rac-(1-glycerol) (PA). (B) SPR sensogram showing reference-subtracted binding [response units (RU)] of the DN6 TCR with increasing concentrations of CD1c-PM (shown in gray), associated association ($K_a$) and dissociation ($K_d$) rate fits (black lines) and calculated dissociation constants ($K_d$) (Left). (Right) Sensogram showing reference-subtracted binding (binding in nm) of 22.5 TCR with increasing concentrations of CD1c-PM (Upper Left) and CD1c-MPM (Lower Left). Associated equilibrium analysis fits and calculated dissociation constants ($K_d$) are shown in the Upper Right of each sensogram panel. (Right) Binding response of 22.5 TCR with PC and PA loaded CD1c and CD1c unloaded. (D) BLI sensograms showing the reference-subtracted binding response (binding in nm) of the 1.6, 22.2, 2.4, and 1.22 TCRs with increasing concentrations of CD1c-PM (Left). For the 2.4 and 1.22 TCRs, experimentally measured binding curves are colored in gray. Equilibrium analysis fits for the 1.6 and 22.2 TCRs are shown in the Upper Right of each sensogram panel; $K_a$ and $K_d$ fits for the 2.4 and 1.22 sensograms are shown in black lines. Calculated dissociation constants ($K_d$) are shown for each sensogram. (Right) Binding response of these TCRs with PC, PA loaded CD1c, and CD1c unloaded. Data are representative of three or more experiments.

**Structural Determination of CD1c in Complex with PM Reveals a Shifted Head Group.** The CD1c crystal structure was first solved in complex with MPM (11). PM has now emerged as a biologically relevant antigen, which is both a processed product of MPM (10) and a de novo precursor to MPM production within *M. tuberculosis*. The majority of existing mycoketide clones recognize PM. To understand the molecular basis of PM presentation, we determined the CD1c-PM complex crystal structure. We used the previously developed CD1copt construct (11) and loaded this with chemically synthesized PM. As PM exhibited a much lower solubility in buffer compared with MPM, we devoted considerable effort to optimizing loading, as discussed in detail in Materials and Methods. CD1c-PM crystallized in the same condition as CD1c-MPM and occupied the same space group. The structure was determined via molecular replacement, and the previously solved structure of CD1c (PDB: 3OV6), minus ligand, was used as a search model. A single
CD1c-PM molecule was found in the asymmetric unit. The structure was refined to 2.7-Å resolution with final $R_{work}$ and $R_{free}$ of 23.2% and 27.1%, respectively, and more than 90% of residues distributed in the favored region in the Ramachandran plot (Table 1). Occupancies were set to zero for amino acid residues with weak or absent electron density. In this structure, CD1c adopts an architecture highly similar to CD1c-MPM [root mean square (RMS) deviation = 0.319 Å] with an MHC-like fold.

Table 1. Data collection and refinement statistics (molecular replacement) for CD1c-PM and the DN6 TCR

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data collection and refinement</th>
<th>DN6</th>
<th>CD1c-PM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Space group</td>
<td>C 1 2 1</td>
<td>P 21 21 21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cell dimensions</td>
<td>a, b, c (Å)</td>
<td>a, b, c (Å)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>143.8, 64.1, 69.5</td>
<td>54.3, 87.0, 90.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>90.00, 115.88, 90.00</td>
<td>90.00, 90.00, 90.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resolution (Å)</td>
<td>50.00–3.00 (3.05–3.00)</td>
<td>46.0–2.70 (2.75–3.00)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_{work}$</td>
<td>12.2 (56.1)</td>
<td>9.3 (39.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_{free}$</td>
<td>10.7 (2.6)</td>
<td>18.8 (2.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Completeness (%)</td>
<td>98.8 (93.4)</td>
<td>96.4 (76.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Redundancy</td>
<td>3.8 (2.8)</td>
<td>5.5 (3.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Refinement</td>
<td>No. reflections</td>
<td>10,895</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$R_{work}/R_{free}$</td>
<td>26.6/22.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. atoms</td>
<td>Protein</td>
<td>3,168</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ligand/ion</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Water</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$B$-factors</td>
<td>Protein</td>
<td>103</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ligand/ion</td>
<td>110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Water</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMSD</td>
<td>Bonds (Å)</td>
<td>0.007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Angles (°)</td>
<td>1.133</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Values in parentheses are for highest-resolution shell.

DN6 TCR Crystal Structure. To understand the overall structure and general conformations of the CDR loops of the PM-specific TCRs, we pursued crystallization trials using standard methodologies. Diffracting crystals were only obtained for the DN6 TCR; data were collected to 3.0 Å, and the DN6 TCR structure was solved via molecular replacement. One TCR heterodimer was present in the asymmetric unit. The DN6 structure was refined to 3.0-Å resolution with and $R_{free}$ of 26.6% and 32.0%, respectively, and ~90% amino acid residues were distributed in the favorable region in the Ramachandran plot (Table 1). The overall structure of the DN6 TCR adopts a canonical αβ TCR structure (Fig. S4A) composed of four Ig-like domains with a variable and a constant domain per chain. The two variable

![Fig. 3. Structure of CD1c in complex with PM.](https://example.com/fig3)

A) Side view of CD1c-PM complex shown as ribbon diagram with CD1c and j2 microglobulin colored as deep purple and cyan, respectively. PM is colored as yellow. Omit map (light blue) densities at a $\sigma=1$ are shown for PM and an N-linked glycosylation at position N20 (NAG-NAG). The PM is bound in the $\beta'$ pocket. (B) Top view of CD1c-PM complex showing an omit map (light blue) and 2Fo-Fc map (green) for the PM lipid ligand. (C) A sectioned top view of the complex shows the packing of the mycobacterial alkyl chains of PM and MPM in the $\alpha$' pocket. (D) Superposition of CD1c-PM and CD1c-MPM complexes colored as purple and white, respectively. PM is also colored purple; MPM is in white. The alkyl chains of PM and MPM are similarly bound in the $\beta'$ pocket, traversing underneath the $\alpha$1 helix, and exiting through the D/E portal. (Inset) Both PM and MPM head groups are exposed and accessible for TCR recognition but are positioned ~6 Å away from each other (as measured from phosphates). (E) Hydrogen bonds between PM head group and CD1c. Ribon diagram of CD1c with residues involved in hydrogen bonding with PM are shown as stick. PM is colored as follows: carbon, yellow; oxygen, red; phosphorus, orange. Dotted lines represent probable hydrogen bonds.
domains of TRAV36 and TRBV6-6 together form the six hypervariable CDR loops, forming the potential ligand-binding site (Fig. S4A). In this structure, clear and distinct electron density was observed for all CDR loops of the DN6 TCR, in particular the CDR3α and CDR3β (Fig. S4B and C). The CD1d-specific iNKT TCR [Protein Data Bank (PDB) ID code 2CDE] and CD1b-specific TCR clone 18 (PDB ID code 4G8E) were used for comparative structural analyses with DN6. The RMS values for pairwise superimposition between the Cα backbone of the complete DN6 TCR, iNKT TCR and the clone 18 TCR were 1.08 (2,318 atoms) and 1.37 Å (2,411 atoms), respectively, similar to values for comparisons of the variable domains alone [1.3 (2,318 atoms) and 1.25 Å (1,202 atoms), respectively]. These low RMS values reflect a conserved overall structural architecture of the TCR Ig domains, although structural differences in some of the CDR loops are evident from the superposition of the variable domains via Cα backbone comparison (Fig. S4D). The CDR1β and CDR2β loops exhibited striking structural similarities as DN6, clone 18 TCRs are comprised of similar TRBV6 chains (Fig. S1), and the iNKT TCR uses a TRBV25-1 chain with sequence similarities in those CDRs. The conformation of the CDR3β and all three α chain CDR loops of DN6 adopted unique conformational states compared with that of those of the iNKT and clone 18 TCRs (Fig. S4D).

The DN6 TCR Uses Five of the Six CDRs to Recognize CD1c-PM. The crystal structure of the DN6 TCR elucidated the organization of the hypervariable CDR loops and the surface exposed amino acid residues that could be involved in the antigen recognition. This information was used to perform extensive alanine-scanning mutagenesis of the CDR loops of DN6 to determine the CDR loops, as well as the specific residues possibly involved in recognition of CD1c-PM. Alanine-scanning mutagenesis is useful to determine the energetic contribution of an amino acid residue past the β-carbon and has been widely used in protein–protein interaction studies, although some caveats are associated with it (21–25). Based on the structure, we selected 30 solvent-exposed residues, 14 from TRAV36 chain and 16 from TRBV6-6 chain, to mutate to alanine. These mutant TCRs were cloned and expressed in insect cells; expression levels, reducing and nonreducing SDS/PAGE mobility, and size exclusion elution profiles of these mutants were comparable to the WT TCR. To rapidly screen these mutants, an ELISA-based assay (26) involving PM-CD1c tetramers was used to determine the effect of mutation on binding; WT DN6 TCR was included in all assays as a comparative control.

Fig. 4 presents a summary of the DN6 TCR scanning results; residues were colored based on the extent to which mutation to alanine affected binding: residues with relative binding ranges 0–50% were colored as red, 50–100% were as orange, 100% were blue, and more than 100% were as green. This analysis revealed a clear bias toward the α chain in CD1c/PM recognition. All CDR loops of the α chain are affected by alanine mutations (Fig. 4A); six residues in CDR1α (V25, T26, N27, F28, R29, and S30), three residues in CDR2α (T48, S50, and I52) and three residues in CDR3α (S94, Y95, and K97) resulted in reduced binding when mutated to alanine, thus reflecting a potential role in CD1c/PM interaction (Fig. 4A). Recognition by the β chain appeared skewed toward the CDR2β and CDR3β loops, as mutation of several residues within these loops (Y48, V50, I54, and T55 in CDR2β and H95, L97, S99, and E101 in CDR3β) affected CD1c-PM tetramer binding (Fig. 4B). Interestingly, alanine substitution of two hydrophobic residues on the CDR2β, V50 and I54, had the greatest overall effect on binding. Two hydrophobic residues in the CDR2β of NKT TCRs also make important contacts for recognition of CD1d-aGalCer (27). We also noted that several key residues were hydrophobic in nature and thus may interact with hydrophobic residues of CD1c. These TCR CDR loop residues used in CD1c-PM recognition involves both germ-line (CDR1 and CDR2 loops) and residues encoded by recombinant CDR3 sequences, but N-encoded residues least affected binding when mutated.

Important residues were mapped on the DN6 surface based on the relative binding (RB) to visualize CDR hotspots for binding CD1c (Fig. S5). Residues were colored according to the mutational analysis shown in Fig. 4A. The alanine mutations that markedly affect binding derive from the CDR1α (V25, T26, N27, F28, R29, and S30), CDR3α (S94, Y95, and K97), and CDR2β (Y48, V50, I54, and T55), forming a continuous stretch along the lower half of the TCR as visualized in Fig. S5. Several residues in the CDR3β (notably H95 and L97) provide important contributions that could represent a stabilizing anchor for TCR binding (Fig. S5). These critical residues are different from those identified in the iNKT TCR, which are biased toward the CDR1α, CDR3α, and CDR2β loops (27), and together comprise a larger surface area. Thus, DN6 recognition of CD1c is unlike that of iNKT TCR recognition of CD1d, but is reminiscent of type II NKT TCR recognition of CD1d-sulfatide where all of the CDR loops engaged in contacts (28, 29).

Fig. 4. Energetically important amino acid residues in α and β chains of DN6 TCR for interaction with CD1c-PM. ELISA results using CD1c-PM tetramers to probe reactivity to alanine-scanned CDR1, CDR2, and CDR3 loops of the DN6 α chain (A) and DN6 β chain (B). Results are shown as relative binding: CD1c-PM binding to mutant TCR divided by WT DN6 TCR binding. Columns in the graph are colored based on the level of relative binding: RB < 50%, red; 50% ≤ RB < 100%, orange; RB = 100%, blue; RB > 100%, green. Mutant positions are shown on the x axis. BSA was used as control, and measurements were performed three times for each mutant.

TCR Footprint Mapping of CD1c Reveals Diverse Docking Modes for Each TCR. To identify side chain residues of CD1c that contribute to TCR recognition, we used the CD1c-PM and CD1c-MPM structures to select 13 solvent exposed residues located in the a1 and a2 helices that were available for TCR contact but not involved in PM or MPM presentation (Fig. 5). Alanine mutants were expressed in insect cells, loaded with PM and/or MPM, and equilibrium dissociation constants (Kd) were measured using SPR (DN6) or BLI (22.2, 22.5, 1.6, 2.4, and 1.22) (Fig. 5). Measurements of WT interactions were included with every mutant measurement to control for minor differences between measurement runs.
The ratio of mutant $K_D$ to WT $K_D$ was calculated for all of the TCRs to determine the effect of mutation. The results from this analysis grouped the TCRs into three general categories: α1 biased (Fig. 5, Top: DN6, 2.4, and 1.22), α1/α2 distributed (Fig. 5, Middle: 22.5 and 22.2), and α2 biased (Fig. 5, Bottom: 1.6). CD1c residues affecting DN6, 2.4, and 1.22 binding were concentrated on the α1 helix, in particular residues D65, L68, F72, F75, and R79, where mutation to alanine resulted in undetectable binding. Positions of mutant residues are also indicated below the horizontal axis of the curve. Data are representative of one experiment.

The 22.5 TCR differs from DN6 and 1.6 in that it can recognize both PM and MPM when presented by CD1c, so we took the advantage of this dual recognition and measured the binding of mutants with CD1c loaded with PM or MPM. The two footprints were very similar to each other, indicating that the 22.5 TCR likely docks in a similar footprint when recognizing PM and MPM (Fig. 5, Middle). The 22.2 TCR had a similar footprint to 22.5; both TCRs required the same two critical α1 helix residues, F72 and F75 (similar to DN6, 2.4, and 1.22), with similar moderate involvement of D65, L68, and R69. However, 22.5 and 22.2 clearly use residues in the α2 helix: in particular, L147, Q151, Y152, and E157. As noted with the DN6 TCR mutagenesis, there appeared to be a considerable involvement of hydrophobic residues in TCR docking, most notably L68, F72, F75, L147, and Y152, suggesting that hydrophobic interactions may play an important role in CD1c recognition by this TCR repertoire.

To visualize the location of the residues on CD1c involved in TCR binding as estimated from our alanine scanning mutagenesis, we mapped the mutations onto a surface representation of the corresponding CD1c-antigen structure for all six TCRs and two antigens (PM and MPM) (Fig. 6). In the case of the DN6, 2.4, and 1.22 TCRs, the interaction was mostly dominated by residues that were present in the α1 helix with a hotspot formed

#### Fig. 5. Energetically important amino acid residues in α1 and α2 helices of CD1c for interaction with αβ TCRs. Ratio of mutant $K_D$ to WT CD1c indicates the fold changes in the binding to CD1c reactive TCRs. (Top) DN6, 2.4, 1.22 TCRs. (Middle) 22.5 (PM and MPM), 22.2 TCRs. (Bottom) 1.6 TCR, as determined by SPR and BLI. Mutations with more than threefold reduction in the binding are colored as red, one to threefold reduction are colored as orange, no change is colored as blue, and less than one fold are colored as green. +, substitutions resulting in binding over fourfold reduction. Positions of mutant residues are also indicated below the horizontal axis of the curve. Data are representative of one experiment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fold changes:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1, 1-3, &gt;3 and &lt;1. “+” more than 4 fold</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
almost the entirety of both PM and MPM and suggested a broad contact surface, spanning PM and not MPM (10). TCRs in this way may explain, in part, the exquisite specificity to over the PM phosphate head group. The positioning of these \( \alpha' \) components of these TCRs all have an extreme AY152, moderately involved in DN6 binding (Fig. 6). Where the majority of the critical residues were positioned across these helices (Fig. 6C). The docking orientations observed in our study contrast with those observed in CD1d-restricted type I and type II NKT TCRs binding (Fig. 6 D and E). The type I NKT TCR footprint has much less central footprint, as it is focused almost entirely over the F pocket and extends to the margin of the CD1d surface, whereas the type II NKT TCR footprint is located on the other edge of the platform, mostly positioned over the A' pocket (Fig. 6 D and E) (27–29). CD1c recognition not only involves TCRs of diverse genetic makeup, but also differing patterns of antigen fine specificity and flexibility in how these TCRs dock onto CD1c during antigen recognition.

**Discussion**

CD1c molecules are abundantly expressed on three key APCs in humans: thymocytes, dendritic cells (DCs), and B cells. In addition, group I CD1 isoforms are well suited to present mycobacterial lipid antigens to T cells because they are up-regulated in vitro and in vivo in response to M. leprae or M. tuberculosis infections (30–32). Also tuberculosis patients have CD1c-dependent polyclonal responses in vivo during natural infection (9). In particular, PM is suspected as a major antigen for a polyclonal T-cell response in humans as T-cell populations are readily

![Energetic hotspots on CD1c for recognition of PM and MPM mediated by αβ TCRs. Surface representation of α1 and α2 domain on CD1c shown in white. Mutant residues are mapped on the surface, labeled, and colored on the basis of fold changes in binding (as in Fig. 5) with TCRs in respect to WT CD1c: (A) CD1c-PM with DN6, 2.4, 1.22 TCRs; (B) CD1c-PM, MPM with 22.5 TCR, CD1c-PM with 22.2; (C) 1.6 TCR/CD1d-α-GalCer recognition are shown in D, mutations resulted in more than fourfold reduction in binding are colored as red as reported by ref. 27. (E) Type II NKT TCR footprint for CD1d-lysosulfatide recognition is shown, and the figure is constructed based on CD1d and TCR contact (PDB ID code 4ELM) (28).](https://www.pnas.org/doi/10.1073/pnas.1408549111)
stained with CD1c-PM tetramers from TB patient blood (10), although MPM reactive T-cell clones have also been isolated (33). Approximately 2% of all circulating αβ T cells are reactive to CD1c presenting endogenous lipids, which suggests a broader role of CD1c in human immunity (15, 34). However, the molecular features dictating TCR recognition of group I CD1 molecules are the least well understood of any CD1 isoform. Our studies show direct binding of human TCRs to CD1c, providing a molecular and structural foundation for understanding M. tuberculosis mycoketide presentation by CD1c, one that distinguishes it from the stereotyped response of germ-line encoded mycolyl (GEM)-reactive T cells to CD1b or invariant NKT cells to CD1d.

The CD1c-reactive T-cell repertoire has not been characterized in detail, but initial reports suggest diverse T-cell receptors respond to CD1c (6). The DN6, 22.5, 22.2, 1.6 1.22, and 2.4 T-cell clones examined here are representatives of this diverse repertoire of CD1c-restricted T cells. All of these clones recognize PM, a lipid that occurs through de novo production by M. tuberculosis, as well as through cellular antigen processing of MPM to its deglycosylated epitope. Previously, antigen processing for MPM to PM was inferred based on the observation that DN6 can recognize MPM but only when displayed by intact cells with antigen processing capabilities (10). Direct binding of the DN6 TCR to PM but not MPM bound to CD1c directly establishes PM as the true TCR epitope. Unexpectedly, the apparent cross-reactivity of clone 22.5 to PM and MPM results from the TCR’s binding to either lipid in complex with CD1c.

All seven TCR reactivities studied here show affinities within the range reported for conventional and invariant T-cell populations (20, 35) and generate IFN-γ as a functional response. In contrast to many other group I CD1 studies, these TCRs do not respond to endogenous lipid antigens and are thus unlikely to be autoreactive. Our structural studies clearly show that mycoketide antigens are bound in the Δα pocket with a conserved architecture of alkyl chain placement. Methyl groups in the mycoketide chain are essential for loading into CD1c, and the crystal structures of CD1c with MPM and PM explain their role in anchoring the lipid within the CD1c Δα pocket. This feature reinforces the mycoketide alkyl chain, with a length between C30 and C34, as a key molecular recognition determinant for M. tuberculosis infection (7). However, our structure of CD1c/PM demonstrates that the direct binding of human TCRs to CD1c presents endogenous lipid antigens (36); however, whether this strategy is ubiquitously used among CD1c-reactive T cells awaits a broader characterization of this T-cell repertoire.

Alanine-scanning of the DN6 CDR loops revealed involvement of five of the six CDR loops in recognition of PM-loaded CD1c. All of the CDR loops of the α chain were affected by mutation to alanine, suggesting a dominant role for the α chain in CD1c antigen engagement. This α-chain dominance is reminiscent of type I NKT recognition where the invariant α chain overall makes more energetically important contacts than β chain (27); however, DN6 recognition of PM-loaded CD1c appears distributed almost equally across the three CDR loops instead of being concentrated predominantly in the CDR3α, as is the case with iNKT TCR recognition of CD1d. The CD1c and CD1d of the β chain also were affected by mutagenesis and indicate the important contribution to binding made by these loops. The broad involvement of these five CDR loops and the TCR diversity we have thus far documented for CD1c-reactive TCRs suggests a molecular recognition strategy unlike that of the type I NKT cells, with a concentrated binding footprint on CD1d mostly involving the CDR3α and CDR2β loops. Instead, CD1c-reactive T cells appear to use a recognition strategy like that of type II NKT cells, expressing a more diverse TCR repertoire and using all six CDR loops in contacting CD1d-liposulphatide (28, 29). However, the footprint of these TCRs on CD1c suggest that the particular docking modes seen here are unlike those described for type II NKT TCRs.

Our alanine scanning of the CD1c surface for six representative CD1c-reactive TCRs specific for the same antigen has revealed new and potentially important insight into the strategy used by this T-cell population in CD1c recognition. Conventional αβ TCRs recognize classical class I MHC molecules with a relatively conserved diagonal orientation (37); NKT (38) and mucosal associated invariant T (MAIT) TCRs (39–41) also dock with a conserved orientation on their CD1d and MR1 ligands, respectively. In contrast, our results reveal diverse docking strategies to one kind of CD1c-phospholipid complex, even though two structurally related antigen complexes are studied. One mode of binding focuses on residues of the α1 helix (DN6, 2.4, and 1.22), one focused predominantly on the α2 helix (1.6) and the last with contacts distributed across the α1 and α2 helices (22.5 and 22.3). At a minimum, this indicates that CD1c TCRs do not have an invariant docking strategy, as is known to occur in invariant NKT cells and expected for the conserved T cells in the CD1b system known as GEM T cells (42). Also, functional mapping of the footprint suggests that the centrally located footprint of these CD1c-reactive TCRs is distinct from type I (focused on the F pocket) or type II (focused on the A’ pocket) NKT populations. The semiconserved footprint of the 22.5 TCR for PM-loaded CD1c and MPM-loaded CD1c suggest that variation in antigen structure or positioning does not dramatically affect the footprint of this TCR on CD1c, so it is possible that there may be a defined set of docking modes that are used, dictated by which TRAV/TRAJ and TRBV/TRBJ gene segments are used in the
TCR. Further characterization of the CD1c restricted TCR repertoire will contribute significantly to answering this question.

**Materials and Methods**

**T-Cell Cloning.** The cloning of C32-PM loaded CD1c tetramer+ cells were as previously described (10). Briefly, PBMCs were collected after informed consent from leukapheresis of asymptomatic tuberculosis-positive subjects and overseen by the institutional review boards of the Lemuel Shattuck Hospital (00000786) and Partners Healthcare (2002-P-000061) or from blood donors from the Kraft Family Blood Donor clinic. PBMCs were separated by Ficoll density gradient and enriched for T cells using the Dynabeads Un-Tagged Human T Cells Primary negative selection kit (Invitrogen). After resting overnight, T cells were stained with C32-PM loaded CD1c tetramers and sorted using a FACSaria flow cytometer. C32-PM loaded CD1c tetramer binding cells were plated at limiting dilution (∼1 cell per well) in the presence of an expansion mixture, consisting of irradiated PBMCs, EBV-transformed B cells, and 50 ng/ml anti-CD3 (clone OKT3) and IL-2. After an initial round of expansion, clones were screened for C32-PM CD1c tetramer binding and coreceptor expression with phycocyanin-labeled anti-CD8 (clone HIT8a) and allophycocyanin-labeled anti-CD4 (clone RPA-T4). An aliquot of tetramer-reactive clones were collected for cDNA, with the rest further expanded for functional studies. Clones were restimulated every other week with expansion mixture. For functional studies, T-cell clones were stimulated for 24 h [37 °C, 5% (vol/vol) CO2] in the presence of 15 μM of antigen presented by 5 × 105 K562 expressing CD1c or control vector, and IFN-γ release was measured in EliSpot (Mabtech).

**Protein Expression and Purification.** We used our previously engineered CD1c construct (11) for many of the studies reported here. In addition, WT CD1c fused with 6xHis was cloned into a pAcGP67A vector (BD Biosciences) containing a C-terminal BirA biotinylation sequence followed by a six-Histidine tag. All constructs were expressed in High Five cells with the baculovirus expression system as previously described (11). Alanine-scanning mutagenesis was performed through overlapping PCR with specific primers containing the desired mutations with glycosylated CD1copt (11) as a template; the resulting mutants were cloned into the pAcGP67A vector (BD Biosciences) with a deca-His tag at the C terminus. Baculovirus was produced and used to transduce High Five cells; mutant proteins were purified as previously described (11).

We used standard RT-PCR with immunogenetics (IMG) degenerate primer sets (IP5000029 for TRCα chains and IP5000030 for TRCβ chains) to determine the presence of the 22.5 and 1.6 TRC chains (10). The TRC ectodomains of CD1c-PM—reactive T-cell clones DN6, 2.4, 1.22, 22.5, and 1.6 were cloned from cDNA. The sequence of the variable domain of TRAV9 chain of the 1.6 TRC was codon-optimized for insect cell expression and synthesized as a reverse-translated sequence. Chains were modified to favor proper αβ chain heterodimer formation as previously described (43) by inserting T48C and S57C mutations in the α and β constant domains, respectively, and elimination of the WT interchain disulfide cysteines. TRCs were expressed and purified as previously described (39).

**CD1c and TCR Biophysical Interaction Analysis.** All interaction measurements for DN6 TCR with CD1c-ligands were performed using surface plasmon resonance on a Biacore 3000 with streptavidin chips (SA chip; GE Healthcare) and Hepes buffer saline (HBS) on resonance on a Biacore 3000 with streptavidin chips (SA chip; GE Healthcare) used for immobilization of biotinylated DN6 TCR. Hepes buffer saline (HBS) on resonance on a Biacore 3000 with streptavidin chips (SA chip; GE Healthcare) used for immobilization of biotinylated DN6 TCR.

**Cryocrystallization of DN6 TCR.** The WT DN6 TCR was expressed in insect cells and purified as described above. The protein was treated with endoglycosidase F3 at 37 °C for 2 h to minimize heterogeneity present by the N-linked glycosylation sites. The glycosylation-minimized DN6 TCR was purified by anion exchange chromatography. Protein was concentrated to 10 mg/mL and crystallized using the sitting drop method, combining 0.5 μL of protein solution and 0.5 μL of reservoir solution containing 0.1 M Mes, pH 6.5, 20% PEG 4000, and 0.6 M NaCl at 22 °C.

**Crystallographic Data Collection, Structure Determination, Refinement, and Analysis.** CD1c-PM crystals were cryo-protected with 50% sodium malonate, and DN6 crystals were cryo-cooled in mother liquor solution supplemented with 20% (vol/vol) glycerol before cooling to 100 °C with liquid nitrogen. X-ray data sets were collected on a MAR300 CCD at beamline 23 ID-D at the Advanced Photon Source (APS) at Argonne National Laboratory. HKL2000 was used to index, integrate, and scale the data (44). Coordinates of the ligandless CD1copt (PDB ID code 3O6V) was used as a search model to solve the CD1c-PM complex structure by molecular replacement with the program Phaser (45). The DN6 structure was solved using coordinates of Tk3 (chain D; PDB ID code 3MV7) and A6 TCR (chain E, PDB ID code 1A07) as search models. Initially, rigid body and then restrained refinement was performed with the Phenix suite (46). A PM coordinate file was generated from CD1c-PM-PMP coordinates in Coot (47). Subsequent cycles of manual building in Coot and refinement were carried out, and the ligand or covalently bound sugar moiety were introduced into the model guided by Fo-Fc and SA omit map. Translation/libration/screw (TLS) refinement was performed with Phenix for the DN6 structure. All refinement was performed by taking a random 5% of reflections and excluding them for statistical validation purposes (Rfree).

**Alanine-Scanning Mutagenesis Analysis.** CD1c tetramers were prepared by adding one-fourth molar ratio of streptavidin-HRP (Pierce) over 10 time intervals to ensure maximum tetramerization. Wells of an ELISA plate were coated with WT and mutant DN6 TCRs in triplicate at a concentration of 10 μg/mL in HBS and incubated overnight at 4 °C. Wells were washed with PBS and blocked with BSA for 2 h. CD1c-PM tetramer was diluted in HBS containing 1 mg/mL purified BSA and added to the TCR-coated wells. Plates were then incubated for 30 min at 22 °C and washed 10 times with PBS. TMB (3,3′,5,5′-tetramethylbenzidine) ELISA (Pierce) substrate was added to wells and color development was stopped with 2 M sulfuric acid. The optical density of each well was measured at 450 nm with a reference wavelength of 490 nm. The optical density for each mutant TCR was compared with WT, in triplicate, to estimate the effect of each mutation. CD1c mutant constructs were cloned and expressed as described above and were analyzed for binding with the Bltz system, as described above for the WT TCR association studies.
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